
 

TALLOW CHANDLERS AWARDS 2015 – CITATIONS 
 
 
THE BP WINNERS 
 
Technologists 
 
 

Arriyadhul Qolbi, electrical engineer, Indonesia, for his work on 
modelling capacity constraints on a plant suffering from a partial 
power outage.  By combining two separate modelling techniques 
he improved performance by better limiting the plant taken off to 
save power. The judges were also impressed by his activity 
outside work over a number of areas including education 
(teaching Physics in school to poor children) but most notably as 
co-founder of a business, Nalacity, training and employing people 
who had suffered from Leprosy which has transformed the lives of 
20 families.  

 

 

Ben Money-Coomes, mechanical engineer, subsea. Ben's 
work involved development of new models to test when an 
under-sea gas leak posed a threat to safety, by modelling the 
extent to which bubbles of gas deep in the ocean could cause 
a problem at or near the surface. Outside BP, Ben is involved 
in initiatives to promote STEM subjects in schools including 
visiting schools, organising a local coder dojo (coding club) 
and participation within an organisation called Makerspace 

which provides the opportunity for young adults to have hands on engineering 
experience in robotics and other small scale products.  

 

 

Ben Moseley, Geophysicist, working in the UK on the 
Angolan oil fields. By a combination of geophysics and 
programming, Ben developed a new way of improving the 
images of sub ocean formations by programming techniques 
to eliminate the "ghosting" caused by reflections from the 
sea's surface when sonic images are taken. This innovative 
work has saved BP significant money by reducing the 
reliance on third party contractors to process data and has 
reduced delivery times. Outside work Ben is involved in 
programmes within BP to reach out to schools on STEM 

subjects. A keen singer,  he is involved in a choir of the homeless where he helps to 
deliver a hot meal after the singing.  



 

Ruth Poultney, Development Technologist, Diesel Fuels. 
Ruth’s work involved putting herself in the mind-set of a 
consumer buying diesel for their vehicle.  She devised a test 
to measure the impact of using the latest BP diesel fuel on 
the smoothness of the running of the engine, and therefore 
the ride. This was a key differentiator in the launch of the 
product in Spain. The judges were impressed with Ruth’s 
ability to communicate clearly and concisely on technical 
subjects with absolutely no hesitations. Outside BP, Ruth is 
a keen and accomplished sportswoman,   linking this to 
fund-raising for charity. 

 

 

 

John Redshaw, chemist working on formulated 
products. He is working on the creation of new biofuel 
base oils intended to enable engine oils to remain thin at 
low and high operating temperatures; therefore 
increasing efficiency, reducing engine wear and 
improving fuel consumption. Outside BP, John is involved 
in the schools reach programme and a water turbine 
project local to his home. 

 

 
 
Certificates of Excellence (presented locally): 

  

 

Mohammed El Waseef, 
BP Egypt 

Benjamin Moorhouse, 
Engineering Services 
Angola, UK 

 Josh Townsend, 
Central Geosciences, 
UK 



 

 

Apprentices 
 

Benjamin Rymer, Process Operator Apprentice, BP 
Chemicals, Hull.  A humble lad who does a lot in the 
community.  Ben has an avid interest in outdoor activities, 
especially rock climbing, and often takes out less experienced 
groups.  He also has an interest in kayaking.  He is active in 
local school open days, promoting the oil industry and 
opportunities that he has experienced in his career with BP.  
Ben and a group of friends arranged a local fundraiser to 
refurbish the gardens of a the local care home, with no 
prompting.  He has a personable character and a genuine 
passion for dealing with people. 
 

 
Alex Adamson, Analyser Technician, BP Chemicals, Hull.  
Alex has been at site for just over one year and has indicated 
the high level of support he has received from his team.  He 
demonstrates great drive to do well in his career.  Alex gave 
a strong answer on safety.  He completed a charity cycle 
challenge last year and helped one of his friends get fit prior 
to joining the army.  Alex demonstrated a good deal of 
humility when nominated for a Tallow Chandlers award. 
 
                                                                                                     
Abir Banerjee, Junior Marine Engineer, BP Shipping, India.  
Smart and impressive, Abir demonstrated excellent 
community engagement.  He was the founder member of his 
local football club.  He won the best cadet award and passed 
his exams with first class distinction.  Abir gave strong 
answers about BP’s values and had a comprehensive 
knowledge of BP’s financial statistics. 
 

 
Jason Callaghan, Engineer Cadet, BP Shipping, UK/Eire.  
A confident, environmentally aware individual who gave 
good answers, particularly in relation to safety.  Jason is 
involved in Scouts and has participated in several charity 
fundraising events.  He was instrumental in a village 
festival, making a frame for the Christmas tree lights.   
 
 

 
Rory Everitt, HRTC Lab Technician, BP Chemicals, Hull.  A 
very positive individual, Rory is hugely passionate about the oil 
industry.  He and a friend created a gaming forum to connect 
with players around the world.  Rory has taken part in 
endurance events for charity, raising over £500 for cancer 
research. 
 



 
Certificates of Excellence (presented locally): 
 
 
Richard James Akroyd, Engineer Cadet, BP Shipping, UK/Eire 
 
Ankush, Junior Marine Engineer, BP Shipping, India 
 
Stuart Buchan, Production Technician, BP North Sea – Magnus 
 
Jamie Bremner, Production Technician, BP North Sea – Sullom Voe 
 
Ryan Geddes, Production Technician, BP North Sea - Magnus 
 
T K Gopinath, Junior Marine Engineer, BP Shipping, India 
 
 
 
  



THE TALLOW CHANDLERS SAPPER AWARD will also be presented today, to: 

Captain Gregory Tebbs RE.  Throughout his assignment at 516 Specialist Team 
Royal Engineers (Bulk Petroleum), Capt Tebbs has demonstrated a continual desire 
to deliver the very best quality fuels infrastructure engineering.  His knowledge of 
deployed fuels infrastructure is second to none.  Capt Tebbs has committed a great 
deal of time and effort in developing his competence as an Authorising Engineer.  He 
has also been mentoring Royal Logistics Corps Petroleum Operators – who are not 
from engineering backgrounds - to pass assessments and be appointed as 
Authorised Persons. 
 
Capt Tebbs has deployed on numerous operational tours and tasks, in Afghanistan, 
Falkland Islands, Cyprus, Singapore, Brunei and various locations around the UK. 
 
 


